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Abstract: The additive manufacturing (AM) technique can produce Ti-6Al-4V ELI (extra low inter-
stitial) alloy for personalized biomedical devices. However, the Ti-6Al-4V ELI alloy presents poor
tribological behavior. Regarding this, coatings are a feasible approach to improve the wear resistance
of this alloy. In the literature, the tribological behavior of TiO2 coatings incorporated with Ca and P
formed by one-step plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) on Ti-6Al-4V ELI alloy processed by AM has
not been investigated. Thus, in the present work, it was studied the influence of Ti-6Al-4V ELI alloy
processed by AM on the wear resistance and morphologic of the coating obtained by PEO (plasma
electrolytic oxidation). In this way, three different voltages (200, 250, and 300 V) were employed for
the PEO process and the voltage effect on the properties of the coatings. The coatings were charac-
terized by contact profilometry, scanning electron microscopy, energy-dispersive spectroscopy, the
sessile drop method, grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction, and wear tests, on a ball-on-plate tribometer.
The increase in applied voltage promoted an increase in roughness, pore area, and a decrease in the
pore population of the coatings. In addition, the coatings, mainly composed of anatase and rutile,
showed good adhesion to the metallic substrate, and the presence of bioactive elements Ca and P
were detected. The thickness of the coatings obtained by PEO increases drastically for voltages higher
than 250 V (from 4.50 ± 0.33 to 23.83 ± 1.5 µm). However, coatings obtained with lower voltages
presented thin and dense layers, which promoted a superior wear resistance (increase in wear rate
from 1.99 × 10−6 to 2.60 × 10−5 mm3/s). Finally, compared to the uncoated substrate, the PEO
coatings increased the wear resistance of the titanium alloy obtained by AM, also showing a superior
wear resistance compared to the commercial Ti-6Al-4V alloy previously evaluated, being such a
positive and promising behavior for application in the area of metallic implants.

Keywords: powder bed fusion; DMLS; surface functionalization; osseointegration; bioactive surface

1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM), also known as rapid prototyping or 3D printing, has
been largely applied in different industries, including construction, prototyping, jewelry,
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aerospace, automobilism, medicine, biomechanical, and biomedical, among others [1].
The direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) technique is one of the many techniques of AM
for metallic materials. It belongs to the powder bed fusion (PBF) category, which has
been defined by ISO/ASTM 52900 [2] as an “additive manufacturing process in which
thermal energy selectively fuses regions of a powder bed”. Therefore, this technology
is appropriate for fine metallic powders selective fusion by laser and to produce dense
metallic parts, due to its good surface and geometric finish and reuse of powder [3,4].
Recent publications have presented the advantages of the additive manufacturing process
compared to conventional manufacturing, as well as the importance of evaluating different
operating conditions to obtain, in addition to customization, better precision, and better
mechanical properties of the components manufactured by this process [5–7]. Furthermore,
Khorasani et al. (2021) showed significant reductions in AM processing costs compared
to the conventional machining technique [8]. Titanium and its alloys are extremely used
in biomedical applications such as orthopedic, cranial, and dental implants; Ti has a high
load-bearing capacity, biocompatible response, elevated specific weight ratio, and chemical
stability [9,10]. The laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) process can be utilized as a tool
for directly producing personalized biomedical devices in titanium alloys (Ti-6Al-4V),
allowing a reduction in the surgical process time, as well as the infection and rejection risks,
anesthesia time, and the risk for the patient—all this with low costs [11].

Ti-6Al-4V has been exhaustively used as an implantable material. However, their
fretting and abrasive behavior, coefficient of friction, and wear resistance are poor when
compared to other conventional alloys used for orthopedic biomaterials as cobalt-based
alloys and stainless steel, in hip replacement and other artificial joints [12,13]. Therefore,
the wear behavior of Ti-6Al-4V plays a key role when this material is implanted as a
biomaterial responsible for fixating a fracture or working as an artificial joint, due to the
relative movements between two different materials such as the implant and the bone.
Improving the tribological behavior of Ti-6Al-4V will enable better biocompatibility and
longer useful life of the implant [14].

Titanium implants are treated superficially, for use in the area of tissue regeneration,
to improve their tribological, anticorrosive, biological, and mechanical properties [15–18].
The plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) process, also called micro-arc oxidation (MAO),
emerges as an applicant capable of complementing and attributing such properties to
Ti-6Al-4V implants [19,20]. The PEO process consists of the principle of anodic oxidation of
valve metals in aqueous alkaline, and corrosive electrolytes in the plasma discharge region
at exceeding the critical values of the polarization potential on metals [21]. PEO coatings
have a characteristic, rough porous morphology and great thickness, due to the micro-
discharges evolved in the coatings mechanism formation, enabling the cells’ adhesion and
posterior proliferation [22]. Anatase and rutile are the main phases formed in coatings
obtained with PEO, on Ti-6Al-4V. In terms of proliferation and adhesion of osteoblasts,
the anatase has been related as a phase with better cytocompatible behavior [23], while
the rutile phase shows a greater hardness than those cited before, in addition to having
wear and low friction reduction properties [24]. The combination of both in the PEO
coatings demonstrated an excellent response regarding the electrochemical and tribological
properties by decreasing the corrosion and the mechanical damage [25]. Furthermore, PEO
coatings have superior hardness in comparison to the substrate and, therefore, superior
tribological behavior [26].

The PEO process enables the incorporation of P- and Ca- bioactive elements into
the chemical composition of the coatings; this incorporation has been related as capable
of enhancing the biological response of the Ti-6Al-4V and inducing osseointegration, as
Santos et al. [27] show in their work. Yu and Choe [28] demonstrate that PEO coatings
composed of Ca/P and TiO2, formed on Ti-6Al-4V substrate, were capable to induce the
formation of hydroxyapatite (HA) by immersion in SBF, which exhibits superior bioactivity
when compared with the naked substrate [21]. The biological response of PEO coatings,
combined with a hydrothermal layer of HA, obtained on Ti-6Al-4V substrate produced
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by additive manufacture techniques, was evaluated by Fazel et al. [29]. According to
the authors, the coatings showed a biological response facilitating the proliferation and
osteogenic differentiation of cells.

Yan et al. [30] analyzed the wear resistance of PEO coatings on samples of Ti-6Al-
4V, manufactured by selective laser melting (SLM) technology, using an aluminate-based
electrolyte. Aluminum, the main element present in aluminates, has known toxic activity
in the human body [31,32], making the application of this type of electrolyte unfeasible
for orthopedic implants, for example. Their results indicated a tendency to reduce the
wear rate by increasing the time to obtain the coating by applying a duty cycle of 0.5 [30].
Hussein et al. [33,34] propose the occurrence of the fourth stage of PEO coatings formation,
which arises in longer treatment times. Sparks developed during this stage are more
concentrated, larger, and have a longer lifespan. This can lead to irreversible damage to
the coating. According to Han [35], the application of high duty cycles can reduce the
growth rate of the PEO coatings, due to the destructive effect caused. Using high duty
cycles leads to elongation of the pulses, inducing a massive release of energy, resulting in
the development of structures with larger pores due to coarse-grained graining with the
possible formation of cracks. Therefore, the variation of other parameters for obtaining the
coating in the search for the optimization of properties is more suitable [27].

Wu et al. [36] investigate the properties of PEO coatings formed on SLM Ti-6Al-4V
alloy and the microstructure influence on growth behavior, showing that the coatings
formed on the substrate produced by the SLM technique have fewer defects, small size
pores, and major thickness than that forming in commercial Ti-6Al-4V alloy. However, the
authors have carried out no tribological test. The tribological behavior of TiO2 coatings with
the incorporation of −P and −Ca ions formed by the one-step PEO method on Ti-6Al-4V
ELI alloy processed by L-PBF has not been investigated in the literature.

The main goal of this study is to investigate the wear behavior in PEO coatings
obtained onto Ti-6Al-4V ELI samples, produced by the L-PBF technique, applying the same
PEO process parameter from the previous authors’ paper [27], adding a new electrical
parameter and a new duty cycle of 0.385, aiming in a better wear response. Moreover, the
surface and morphological characteristics of the coatings have also been evaluated.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Obtaining Samples

Ti-6Al-4V ELI cylindric samples with 5 mm height and 25 mm diameter were produced
by L-PBF as previously reported [37].

2.2. Obtaining Coatings

The PEO coatings in the samples were obtained as reported in previous works [27,38].
At the end of the voltage ramp, the electrical voltage is applied for 10 min with a duty cycle
of 38.5% and a frequency of 300 Hz. The maximum values of positive and negative voltages
are demonstrated below: 200/−16 V (TiAM-PEO200v), 250/−20 V (TiAM-PEO250v), and
300/−24 V (TiAM-PEO300v). The voltage was increased at the rate of 1/−0.08 V/s, been
the process started at 100/−10 V voltage.

2.3. Characterization

The samples for microstructural characterization were mechanically ground, polished,
and etched with Kroll reagent 5% vol HNO3 (Sigma-Aldrich, Sao Paulo, Brazil), 10% vol
HF (Merck, Sao Paulo, Brazil) in H2O, made at the Corrosion Research Laboratory (LAPEC)
at the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (Porto Alegre, Brazil). Micrographs were
recorded on a Leica DM IL LED light optical microscope (LOM; Wetzlar, Germany).

A TESCAN-Mira3 high-resolution scanning electron microscope (SEM/FEG) (Tescan,
Czech Republic) was utilized to analyze the morphology of the formed coatings. The
grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction analysis (GIXRD) was performed in a Bruker D8 AD-
VANCED diffractometer (Bruker, Germany) (Cu-Kα incident radiation, λ = 0.15418 nm),
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and measurements were conducted with an incidence angle of 1.5◦ and the GID patterns
were recorded with a step size of 0.02◦ over the range 15–75◦. Using the Image J software
(version 1.53a, National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA) package and images ob-
tained by SEM, the quantification of the surface porosity of the coatings was performed. The
micrometric roughness (Ra and Rz) measurements were made in a profilometer (Model 112,
Taylor Hobson, Leicester, UK).

The PEO coating wettability was made by contact angle measurements using the
sessile drop method on a device designed by the Corrosion Research Laboratory (LAPEC)
at the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (Porto Alegre, Brazil). The contact angle
was measured with water in a goniometer, using a low magnification lens.

A ball-on-plate tribometer, model UMT-3, (CETR, Campbell, CA, USA), controlled
through software was used to perform the wear test. Ytria stabilized zirconia spheres with
5 mm diameter were used as a counter-body. A load of 1 N for 4 h was used at a frequency
of 3 Hz with a stroke length of 3.0 mm. The worn tracks were characterized by contact
profilometry XP-2 Profiler (Ambios, Santa Cruz, CA, USA) and SEM/FEG.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the SEM/FEG images of the surface morphology after the PEO treat-
ment condition. The TiAM-PEO250v and TiAM-PEO300v samples showed a porous volcanic
vent morphology, while the TiAM-PEO200v samples demonstrate a well-defined porous
morphology. All the coatings produced have a brown coloration because of the high phos-
phate concentration in the electrolyte [39]. Nevertheless, the presence of cracks was noted
in all the PEO coatings. The increase in the crack quantity grew with the increase in the
final applied voltage and time process, in accordance with work by Durdu et al. [40] with
PEO coatings on commercial Ti-6Al-4V alloy [27].

The increase in the final voltage led to the increase in the roughness (Ra, Rz), thickness,
pore area, and decrease in pore population, as shown in Figure 1 and Table 1, that exhibit
cross-sectional morphology and the surface properties of the samples, respectively. This
response was already seen in a previous work of the authors on the commercial Ti-6Al-4V
alloy substrate [27].

Table 1. Surface characteristics (roughness, thickness, and porosity).

Sample/Properties Ti6Al4V-AM TiAM-PEO200v TiAM-PEO250v TiAM-PEO300v

Ra (µm) 0.13 ± 0.02 0.17 ± 0.04 0.28 ± 0.01 0.72 ± 0.05
Rz (µm) 1.3 ± 0.62 1.50 ± 0.36 2.33 ± 0.32 4.55 ± 0.28

Layer thickness (µm) - 2.05 ± 0.13 4.50 ± 0.33 23.83 ± 1.5
Outer layer (µm) - 1.53 ± 0.26 3.64 ± 0.44 22.53 ± 1.25
Inner layer (µm) - 0.41 ± 0.04 0.69 ± 0.18 1.16 ± 0.22

Pore population density (pores.mm−2) - 17.9 × 104 10.0 × 104 50.4 × 103

Greater pore area (µm2) - 1.62 5.32 18.31
Smaller area pore (µm2) - 0.06 0.07 0.11

The coatings obtained on the substrate produced by L-PBF show greater thickness than
the coatings obtained on the commercial Ti-6Al-4V alloy [27], in addition to demonstrating
a larger population of pores and smaller area. This different response could be related to
the microstructure of the substrate produced by the L-PBF technique (Figure 2), since fine-
grained substrates produced by mechanical treatments, such as channel angular pressing
(ECAP), reduce the pore diameter whereas enhancing the thickness compared to coarse-
grained samples and increasing growth rate improve the reactivity of the surface, reduce
discharge size and enhance the discharge density, on the PEO process [41,42]. As noted
by Longhitano et al. [37], the substrate obtained by the L-PBF process presents an acicular
martensitic structure constituted by α/α’. Considering that, while the fabrication process
takes place, a rapid cooling rate is resulted from the quick interaction between the laser and
the surface of the molten material, promoting a refined martensitic structure inside prior
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β grains due to the abrupt cooling from the β phase field. In contrast, the commercially
annealed Ti-6Al-4V alloy has α + β phases equiaxial microstructure, with grain size larger
than that obtained by the L-PBF process. According to Wu et al. [36], the non-equilibrium
phases in the addictively manufactured Ti-6Al-4V substrate have a larger number of grain
boundaries, due to its small grain size, providing more nucleation sites for the passive
film in the initial stage of the PEO process. Moreover, the high-energy grain boundaries
and other microstructural defects, arising from the microstructure obtained at high cooling
rates, promoted a higher growth rate of the coatings obtained over the AM process, due to
the storage of excess energy to accelerate the kinetics of the chemical reaction with smaller
amounts of microcracks.
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Figure 2. LOM micrograph of Ti-6Al-4V ELI alloy processed by L-PBF. The microstructure is com-
posed of an acicular martensitic structure in prior β grains.

The three samples had formed coatings that were extremely well attached to the AM
substrate composed of two different layers, one dense inner layer, and a porous outer layer,
as seen in Figure 1. This result agrees with those found by Fazel et al. [29] in their work on
PEO coatings obtained on Ti-6Al-4V alloy processed by the L-PBF technique. The inner
layer, which grows direct into the metal under high pressures and temperatures, is dense,
crystalline, and firmly attached to the substrate. However, the outer layer is amorphous
due to the high cooling rate promoted by the electrolyte, with a complex and porous
morphology formed by the existence of micro discharges caused during the formation of
PEO coatings [42,43]. Moreover, the TiAM-PEO200v and TiAM-PEO250v samples presented
denser coatings, showing a hollowed structure, in relation to the coating formed at sample
TiAM-PEO300v, which showed a thicker coating, with a sponge-like mixed with a hollowed
structure [44]. There was no major difference in the thickness of the inner layer of the
samples. Although, there was in the thicknesses of the outer layer because of the increase
in the final applied voltage, as seen in Table 1.

The presence of the elements Ti, Al, V, O, P, and Ca are observed in the PEO coatings’
chemical composition by EDS analysis (Figure 1). The sparking phenomenon allows
intense incorporation of Ca and P ions into the coatings, as these species primarily remain
as amorphous phases or dissolved ions inside the PEO coatings [45]. P is well distributed
through the thickness of the coating, while Ca is usually located on the surface of the
coating and slowly lose concentration towards the inner region of the coating [46]. Those
incorporated ions improve the surface bioactivity since Ca2+ cations migrate to the outer
surface, which induces the formation of apatite in presence of OH− and PO3−

4 (in biological
media [47]. Furthermore, according to dos Santos et al. [48], the release of Ca2+ and
PO3−

4 encourages the attraction of protein to these active sites and hydrolysis, exciting
differentiation and proliferation of cells.

Figure 3A illustrates the grazing incidence X-ray diffraction patterns of the uncoated
Ti-6Al-4V ELI alloy and the PEO coatings produced at different electrical parameters.
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The GIXRD analysis indicates the formation of coatings composed of two different
phases of TiO2 oxide: anatase (JCPDS NO. 01-084-1286)—TiO2 and rutile (JCPDS NO.01-077-
0442)—TiO2 phases; only Ti α-phase peaks were detected on Ti-6Al-4V ELI alloy processed
by L-PBF. The increase in the applied voltage in the samples increases the intensity of the
peaks relative to the rutile phase and a decrease in peaks related to the anatase phase, as
seen in previous authors’ work [27]. This occurs due to the formation energy of both TiO2
phases since the anatase phase requires lower energy to be formed, in relation to the rutile
phase [49]. Rutile, between all the titanium phases, is well-known as the more resistant to
wear because of its wear reduction and low friction properties [24,50]. However, anatase
microcrystals have been used as an additive in lubricating oil improving the anti-wear
performance [51]. Furthermore, Chen et al. [52] and Chung et al. [53] made comparisons
between the anatase and rutile phases in PEO coatings obtained on Ti-6Al-4V alloy, their
findings support the hypothesis that rutile overcomes anatase in terms of biocompatibility.

Through the sessile drop tests (Figure 3B) it was possible to verify a similar behavior
of the PEO coatings in comparison to the AM metallic substrate, less in the TiAM-PEO200v
that showed the biggest contact angle. The contact angles measured in water for the
coated samples decreased with the increase in the applied voltage. This behavior can be
related to the bigger amount of rutile observed in XRD for TiAM-PEO300v. According
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to Mashtalyar et al. [54], it presents a more hydrophobic behavior, in accordance with
the previously cited properties. This behavior could be explained by the increase in the
roughness, with the presence of a large number of pores of greater size, and TiO2 crystals
quantity in the coatings, those crystals encourage the development of hydroxyl radical
groups (−OH) on the surface, increasing the hydrogen bonding formations with water
molecules [55–57]. Several studies have demonstrated that hydrophilic surfaces are more
efficient for cells to attach than hydrophobic surfaces [58,59]. The close interaction that
occurs due to the hydrophilic surfaces with biological fluids, enables the interaction of the
cells receptors with the proteins, initially adsorbed on the surface [60].

The progress of the coefficient of friction (COF) during sliding of the AM substrate
and different coatings produced by PEO against zirconia spheres is shown in Figure 4.
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body = zirconia sphere stabilized with yttria).

For the Ti6Al4V-AM sample (substrate) the COF values were in the range of 0.5–0.7
during the test of a duration of 32.4 m, of sliding, which is consistent with the literature
data [30,61]. For all coated samples higher COF values were measured ranging from 0.7 to 1,
being similar to that of Alves et al., in his study about PEO coatings obtained at commercial
Ti-6Al-4V, using a solution rich in Ca− and P− [24]. The evolution of the rough surface of
the coating to the smoother surface of the worn coating resulted in the initial variation of
the COF [24,62]. The tests were stopped before 129.6 m of sliding for the coated samples. It
was found that the COF values of the coated samples were influenced by the roughness
values, morphology, and great hardness, in comparison with the substrate, due to the
variance verified at the first meters of the test [24,62]. The values of hardness for the PEO
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coatings vary between 400 and 600 HV [50], while the Ti6Al4V-AM sample shows values
close to 332 HV, as found in an author’s previous work [63]. The porous topography of the
PEO coatings is firstly leveled, and the frictional forces become larger, conducting to the
high COF [64]. In addition, the continuous fluctuation in the COF curves can be attributed
to the roughness and the porous structure of the coatings, in addition, the adhesive wear
contributes to the occurrence of this phenomenon [30]. Furthermore, the COF curves of the
coated samples remained at levels higher than the COF of the substrate. This indicates that
a complete disruption of the PEO coatings during the wear test did not occur.

The SEM/EDS analysis (Figure 5) shows the morphologies of the wear scars of the
coated surfaces and the TiAM-Ti6Al4V sample and confirms the occurrence of abrasive
wear in all the samples. Through the analysis of these images, the non-disruption of the
layers of the coated samples was confirmed since no sliding wear marks lined with the pin
track direction were noted, these marks are commonly correlated with the metallic material
wear, or, in this case, substrate wear. For the TiAM-PEO200v and TiAM-PEO250v samples,
it was noted that the coating outer layers present a relatively smooth worn morphology.
The inner layers were not reached during the sliding test. Both TiO2 phases, anatase and
rutile, have lubricant and low friction properties, which can explain this type of wear
behavior [43] after the smoothing of the wear scar.

This can be confirmed since the presence of pores behind the worn trail was verified,
indicating that the zirconia ball was not able to fully wear the outer layer. Nonetheless, the
TiAM-PEO300v sample showed the formation of microcracks. According to Lawn et al. [65],
material removal in hard and brittle solids is the mechanics of damage under micro and
nano contacts and is directly related to the geometry of the body in contact with the
brittle material. Normally, hard spheres generate predominantly elastic contacts with
the formation of conical Hertzian cracks above a critical load. Those cracks gradually
expand with the repeated sliding of the zirconia spheres on the surface of the coating,
leading to delamination and localized coating disruption, as observed in Figure 5 [64]. It
is important to note that microcracks occurred in the TiAM-PEO200v and TiAM-PEO250v
samples, but in a lower magnitude that the cracks found on the TiAM-PEO300v sample,
with no delamination occurring. Durdu and Usta [43] indicate the possibility of these
particles, produced through the wear test, acting as a lubricant between the coating and
the wear ball. This phenomenon could take place in the TiAM-PEO200v and TiAM-PEO250v
samples. However, as demonstrated by other authors [66] and by the work previously
carried out by our research group [27], the tendency to increase COF can be caused by the
third body formation because of material pullout generated by the localized delamination
of the coating. Thus, this third body contributed to the increase in COF detected between
20 m and 80 m of distance covered in the test involving TiMA-PEO300v. Furthermore, it
may have contributed to the fluctuations in COF detected in the tests of the other samples.

The results of the SEM/EDS analysis of the wear balls used in the wear test are
presented in Figure 6. A small amount of adhered material has been verified in all spheres
used, leading to the conclusion that there was adhesive wear in all coated samples, in
addition to the abrasive wear verified previously.

The results of the wear rate of the samples (Table 2) indicate, in addition to the superior
behavior of the coatings in relation to the Ti6Al4V-AM sample, the more aggressive wear
in the TiAM-PEO300v sample (2.60 × 10−5 mm3/s) in relation to to the other two samples,
TiAM-PEO200v (1.99 × 10−6 mm3/s) and TiAM-PEO250v (2.19 × 10−6 mm3/s). These results
indicate that the density of the coatings, pore size (Table 1), and morphology (Figure 1)
play a key role in the wear resistance. The two denser coatings (TiAM-PEO200v and TiAM-
PEO250v) had lower wear rates concerning the TiAM-PEO300v, which in turn shows a
hollow-sponge mixed structure with larger pores due to the higher applied voltage that
induces the formation of more intense discharges during the formation of PEO coatings.
Regarding this, the TiAM-PEO200v and TiAM-PEO250v have a uniform energy distribution
in the first phases of the formation of the coating, resulting in lower energy discharges and
allowing fewer defects.
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Figure 6. SEM/EDS of the Ytria stabilized zirconia spheres used during the tribological tests of
the PEO coatings on Ti-6Al-4V ELI alloy processed by L-PBF obtained in the different voltages:
(A) Ti6Al4V-AM, (B) TiAM-PEO200v, (C) TiAM-PEO250v and (D) TiAM-PEO300v.
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Table 2. Breakage time and wear rate assessed after the abrasive wear test in ball-on-plate configura-
tion for PEO coatings.

Sample Sliding Distance (m) Wear Rate
(mm3/s)

Ti6Al4V-AM 32.4 9.79 × 10−5

TiAM-PEO200v 129.6 1.99 × 10−6

TiAM-PEO250v 129.6 2.19 × 10−6

TiAM-PEO300v 129.6 2.60 × 10−5

In comparison with the PEO coatings studied previously by the authors [27] in Ti-
6Al-4V commercial alloy, the COF values presented for the coatings formed on the L-PBF
substrate have higher values. Nonetheless, the coatings formed on the substrate did not
break during the sliding test like all the coatings produced on Ti-6Al-4V commercial alloy.
This improvement in the wear resistance could be correlated to the major thickness and
minor presence of defects of the PEO coatings obtained on the produced substrate. As
hypothesized by Wu et al. [36], the small pore size of the PEO coatings obtained on the
AM-produced substrate indicated the formation of fine discharges that contribute to an
increase in oxidation time, thickening, and reduction in the formations of micro-cracks in
the morphology of the coatings. Added to that, the reduction in the duty cycle (38.5%)
compared to the previous article (51%) may have increased the life of the coatings during
the wear test, since high duty cycle values lead to embrittlement, due to strong discharges
with long life cycles that damage the coatings forming micro-cracks, leading to an increased
mass loss of coatings during the wear test [67,68].

Even with the highest layer thickness (23.83 ± 1.5 µm) among the studied samples,
the TiAM-PEO300v sample had the worst wear resistance due to its fragile outer layer
that, when suffering abrasive wear, developed cracks that led to delamination. Not even
the possible presence of larger amounts of rutile was able to give it better tribological
properties compared to the other two coated samples [63]. Regarding the TiAM-PEO200v
and TiAM-PEO250v samples, it can be stated that both had wear resistance very similar
and superior to that demonstrated by the TiAM-PEO300v samples, even though they were
thinner, 2.05 ± 0.13 µm and 4.5 ± 0.33 µm, respectively. Regarding the TiAM-PEO200v
and TiAM-PEO250v samples, it can be stated that both had very similar and superior wear
resistance to that demonstrated by the TiAM-PEO300v samples, even though they were
thinner, 2.05 ± 0.13 µm and 4.5 ± 0.33 µm, respectively. This result is most likely related
to the formation of a more compact layer, with smaller pores, in greater quantity and the
rutile/anatase ratio.

4. Conclusions

The coatings obtained by the PEO process on the Ti-6Al-4V ELI substrate processed by
L-PBF demonstrated a typical porous structure. The increase in applied voltage promoted
an increase in roughness, thickness, pore area, and a decrease in the pore population
on the coatings. The coatings were mainly composed of anatase and rutile TiO2 phases.
Furthermore, the bioactive elements Ca and P were successfully incorporated into the
chemical composition of the coating. All coatings presented a hydrophilic behavior.

The coated samples presented higher COF values compared to the metallic substrate.
The total rupture of any of the studied coatings was not verified. Adhesive and abrasive
wear mechanisms, with the formation of a third body, were identified as responsible for the
wear of the samples. The thinner coatings presented lower wear rates, combined with the
wear rate results, the partial delamination of the TiAM-PEO300v (23.83 ± 1.5 µm) sample,
which resulted in a partial breakage of the coating, demonstrates that the coatings of the
TiAM-PEO200v (2.05 ± 0.13 µm) and TiAM-PEO250v (4.50 ± 0.33 µm) samples had better
wear resistance. The main wear mechanism found on the substrate was abrasive wear. In
PEO coatings, microcracks, generated by crack propagation, which are typical of brittle
materials, were the main wear mechanisms detected.
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The samples TiAM-PEO200v and TiAM-PEO250v presented denser and thinner coatings,
with a hollow structure, compared to the coating formed on the TiAM-PEO300v sample,
which presented thicker coatings, with a spongy structure mixed with the hollow structure.

The refined martensitic microstructure obtained from the L-PFL technique provides
thicker coatings than those obtained on the Ti-6Al-4V commercial alloy and improves the
wear resistance of all PEO coatings studied; this is such a positive and promising behavior
for application in the area of metallic implants and consequently in the tissue engineering.
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